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PURE WEAK MIXING

BY

R. ELLIS1 AND S. GLASNER

Abstract. We show that for the group of integers Z, the maximal common

factor of the maximal weakly mixing minimal flows coincides with the

universal purely weakly mixing flow. We show that the maximal weakly

mixing minimal flows are not all isomorphic to each other. None of the

maximal w.m. flows are regular.

0. Introduction. In his paper Some extensions of weakly mixing flows, R.

Peleg has shown, using the method developed in [3], that for almost every

cocycle a defined on a metric minimal weakly mixing (w.m.) flow ( Y, r) ( Y is

a compact metric space and r is a homeomorphism of Y which defines the

flow) with values in a compact group K, the resulting flow on y X A" is

minimal and w.m. He then used this construction to deduce the existence of

two w.m. minimal flows (X, r) and ( Y, r) such that some minimal subset of

the product flow (X X Y, r) is not w.m. He observed, however, that if for any

two w.m. minimal flows (X, r) and (Y, r), some minimal set in the product

(X X Y, r) were to be w.m. then there would necessarily exist a universal

w.m. minimal flow i.e. a w.m. minimal flow which has all w.m. minimal flows

as its factors.

We use the same letter r to denote the generating homeomorphism of any

flow and thus omit it in the notation and speak simply of the flows X, Y etc.

In order to gain a better understanding of the problems we are about to

pose, it is necessary to introduce the notion of & pointed flow. This is a flow X

together with a distinguished point x0 G X. Denote this by (X, x0). We define

the pointed product of two pointed flows (X, x0) and (Y,y0) to be the pointed

flow whose phase space is the orbit closure of (x0, y0) in X X Y and whose

distinguished point is (x0,y0). We write (X, x¿)\/(Y,y0) for this product.

In order that the pointed product of two minimal flows will be again a

minimal flow, we restrict ourselves to pointed flows (X, x0) where x0 is such

that x0u = x0. Here « is a fixed idempotent in a fixed minimal ideal of the

Stone-Cech compactification of {t": n E Z}. This does not restrict the

generality. Our category then is that of pointed minimal flows whose
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distinguished point is fixed by u. The morphisms of this category are

homomorphisms of flows which send distinguished points into distinguished

points. Notice that at most one such homomorphism exists between a pair of

pointed minimal flows. In this category we have products and also inter-

sections of any number of pointed minimal flows. Thus if {(X^, xM)} is a

family of pointed flows then V(^> x¿) is the orbit closure of the point

(xM) G UXp with distinguished point (xM). A(^> x^) is the unique maximal

common factor of all the flows (X^, xj.

Define an equivalence relation on w.m. pointed minimal flows: (X, x0) ~

(Y,y0) iff (X, x0) V (Y,y0) is w.m. Let I be the set of equivalence classes. It

follows from Peleg's result that / is infinite. For each equivalence class i El

let (X¡, x,) = V»6l-(^i> x^). We call (X¡, x¡) a maximal w.m. pointed minimal

flow. It is easy to see that a pointed minimal flow (Y,y0) is a factor of

/\¡eI(X¡, x,) iff for every pointed w.m. minimal flow (Z, z0), the minimal

flow (Y,y0) V (Z, z0), is w.m. Thus /\(X¡, x¡) is the universal pointed mini-

mal flow for this property. We are now ready to pose our first problem.

(1) Identify A/e/C^i» -*/)• ̂ n particular is this the trivial one point flow?

Let (X¡, x¡) be one of the maximal w.m. pointed minimal flows and let x G X

with xu = x. Then (X¡, x) is a w.m. pointed minimal flow and for a unique
9

j E I there exists a homomorphism (Xp xJ)-> (X¡, x). Since for some.y G XJt
9

<p(>>) = x,- we have (Xp j)-> (X¡, x,). This implies that (XJyy) E i and by the

maximality of (X¡, x¡), <p is an isomorphism. Thus some of the flows X¡ may

be isomorphic to each other, though of course not as pointed flows. This

divides / into subclasses as follows: i and j are in the same subclass if there

exists an isomorphism of X¡ onto X¡. Our next problem is the following.

(2) How many subclasses are there in II In particular is there only one

subclass; i.e. are all the {X,}ieI isomorphic? We notice that this is Peleg's

question about the existence of a universal w.m. minimal flow.

A minimal flow X is called regular if for every pair of points x,y E X with

xu = x, yu = y there exists an isomorphism (X, x) -» (X, y). The statement

"X¡ is regular" is equivalent therefore to the fact that the subclass of i in / is

the singleton {/}.

(3) Are any of the flows X¡ regular? Are they all regular? One can easily see

that the answer to the latter question is affirmative iff for every w. m. minimal

flow X every minimal subset of X X X is w.m.

In this paper we solve the problems 1-3 as follows. The answer to problem

3 is negative. None of the flows X¡ is regular. We also show that there exists a

metric w.m. minimal flow X such that in X X X there exists a minimal

subflow which is not w.m. The answer to problem 2 is that there are many

different subclasses of /. In particular there does not exist a universal w.m.

minimal flow and there are w.m. minimal flows X and Y such that every
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minimal subset of X X Y is not w.m. This answers Peleg's question in [8].

We now turn to the first problem. We say that a pointed minimal flow

(X, x0) is purely weak mixing (p.w.m.) if for every pointed minimal flow
9 V'

(Y,y0) and homomorphisms (X, x0) V (Y,y¿) -» (Z, z0) -> (Y,y¿) where i//

is an almost periodic homomorphism, \¡/ must be an isomorphism. Taking

(Y,y0) to be the trivial one point flow, we see that a p.w.m. flow is w.m.

Moreover if (X, x0) is p.w.m. then there does not exist a diagram (X, x¿) -»

(Z, z0) -» (Y,y0) with (Z, z0) -> (Y,y0) a nontrivial almost periodic extension.

Our main result is that there exists a universal p.w.m. minimal flow which is

regular, and that this universal flow coincides with /\¡el(X¡, x,). Moreover

we show that every P.O.D. flow (see definition in the next section) is p.w.m.;

thereby showing that /\¡e¡(X¡, x¡) is nontrivial. A notion of p.w.m. appeared

first in [9].

1. The algebraic setting. In the rest of this paper we shall use the algebraic

methods and language of topological dynamics as developed in [2], [5] and

[4]. We shall describe briefly the correspondence between our former

description and the algebraic one and will then restate problems 1-3 in

algebraic terms. For a more detailed exposition we refer the reader to [2] and

[6].
Given a pointed flow (X, x0) we associate with each continuous function /

on A" a bounded function / on Z, the group of integers, as follows f(n) =

/(x0t"). In this way we associate with every pointed flow (X, x0) a shift

invariant, closed, algebra & of bounded functions on Z. If the orbit of x0 is

dense in X then the pointed flow (X, x0) can be retrieved from 6E as the

maximal ideal space of &, where the distinguished point is the functional

/-»/(0). We denote this pointed flow, which is isomorphic to (X, x0), by |6E|.

Conversely, every shift invariant, closed algebra & defines a pointed flow |6E|

whose distinguished point has a dense orbit. If & corresponds to (X, x0) and

ffi to (Y,y0) then % c & iff (X, x0) -» (Y,y0). Let {fij,} be a family of shift

invariant closed algebras, let Vâ> be the shift invariant closed algebra

generated by all the ^ and let D S^ be their intersection; then

IV^I-VI^I and infill« A|ay
as pointed flows.

Let ßZ be the Stone-Cech compactification of Z. As usual we let M be a

minimal right ideal of the semigroup ßZ, J its set of idempotents, « G / a

distinguished idempotent and G = Mu. On G we have a compact Tx

topology, the T-topology, which is weaker than the topology induced on G

from ßZ.
ßZ is a universal point transitive flow, and M is a universal minimal flow.

There is an action of ßZ on every flow and in particular an action of M on
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every minimal flow. Let 2I(w) be the shift invariant closed algebra correspon-

ding to the pointed flow (M, u), then a shift invariant closed algebra & is a

subalgebra of 91(h) iff & corresponds to a pointed minimal flow (X, x0) with

x0u = x0. From now on we refer to shift invariant closed subalgebras of 21(h)

simply as algebras. Let (X, x0) be a pointed minimal flow with x0u = x0 then

{x EX: xu = x} = {xa: a E G). If & corresponds to (X,x0) we write

(&(&) = @(X, x0) = {a E G: x0a = x0). This is a T-closed subgroup of G.

Let / G & and a G G. We define (fa)(n) = f(xQar") (n E Z). We have

for   x = x0a G X,   ®(&a) = ®(X, x) = a~l®(&)a.   Also   ®(V%) =

n ©(£„).
Let 5 be the Bohr compactification of Z. Then B is the universal equicon-

tinuous minimal flow and the algebra £, which corresponds to (B, e) (e

denotes the identity element of a group), is the algebra of almost periodic

functions on Z.

Put E = ®(S) = ®(B, e). Since our acting group is Z, an algebra (3, is w.m.

(i.e. the corresponding flow is w.m.) iff ©((£)• E = G. Let {A¡}¡eI be the

family of T-closed subgroups of G such that A¡E = G and A¡ is minimal with

respect to this property. Let %(A¡) = {/ G %(u): fa = /, Va G A¡), then an

algebra & is w.m. iff for some i, & C %(A¡). The pointed minimal flows which

correspond to the 2t(^,)'s are the maximal pointed w.m. minimal flows

(X„ x,).

Let a G G and j E I, then clearly a lAja G {A¡}ieI and ^i(AJ)a =

$l(a~lAja). The flows \W(A)\ and |9í(a~U^a)! are then isomorphic.

Conversely, if \%(A¡)\ and 191(^)1 are isomorphic flows then there exists an

a G G such that 4- = a~lAja. Finally |3I(^,)| is regular iff A¡ is normal in G.

The problems 1-3 can now be formulated as follows

(1) Identify C\^Í(A¡). In particular is it just the algebra of constant

functions?

(2) How many conjugacy classes are there in the family {A¡}¡eIl Are they

all conjugate?

(3) Are any of the groups A¡ normal? Are they all normal?

We conclude this section with some definitions and results.

Let (£ be an algebra, we write £E* for the largest almost periodic extension

of & in 31(a). If A is a T-closed subgroup of G then H (A) is the smallest

T-closed normal subgroup of A such that A/H (A) is Hausdorff. We have

©(£") = H(®(&)) ¡mdH(G) = E.
An extension f Ç & is called RIC if 2T(F, &) = &, where 3I(F, &) is the

quasifactor of & generated by F = ®(T). We shall need the following

theorem [5, Theorem 4.3] or [6, Theorem 8.2.1].

Theorem 1.1. If& D & is RIC then

®(% n 6F) = BH(A)       (B = @(ffi), A = ©(£)).
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If AT is a compact T2 topological group and & an algebra then Z(6E, K) is the

set of cocycles on Z X |6?| to K. If a E Z(&, K) then ext(6E, a) is the algebra

corresponding to the orbit closure of (e, x0) G K Xa |6B|, where e is the

identity of K, x0 is the base point of |é£| and the flow on AT X0 |6E| is defined

by (k, x)t = (ka(x, t), xt) (k G K, x G \â\, t G Z).

Every a E Z(&, K) defines a function fa: ßZ -» AT,/0(í) = o(x0, í) (¿ G Z).

Let /I = ©((£); thenXM is a T-continuous homomorphism of A into AT and ©

(ext((3!, <t)) = ker(/0|^). Hom(Z, K) is the set of homomorphisms of Z into K;

it can be considered as a subset of Z(9i(t/), K) (p(x, t) = p(i), P G

Hom(Z, K),xEM,tE Z) [4].

Let 6B Ç © be a group extension (i.e. |©|-»|6E| is almost periodic,

B = ©(© ) is a normal subgroup of A = ©(£B) and K = A /B is a compact T2

topological group). If a E Z(&, K) then per(®,o) is the algebra which

corresponds to the orbit closure of the base point x0 G \%\ under the flow

x -* ct(x, tyba (x E \&\, t E Z). We have ©(per(©, a)) = {a G A: f„(a) =

5a}. Let & and $ be algebras, we say that ($, is disjoint from © (6B _L €B ) if

\&| X I© | is a minimal flow. An algebra & is called P.O.D. if \&\ is totally

minimal and given x, y E \&\ there exists an n E Z such that xt" and>> are
proximal [7].

2. Pure weak mixing.

Definition. An algebra © C 2I(«) is called purely weakly mixing (p.w.m.)
if for every algebra & Q 9t(w)

(S V #) n & = &.

A T-closed subgroup B of G is called p.w.m. if %(B) is p.w.m.

Proposition 2.1. An algebra % is p.w.m. iff for every A, a r-closed subgroup
ofG,

(A n B)H(A) = A,

where B = ©(©).

Proof. Assume first that % is p.w.m. and let A be a T-closed subgroup,
then

£ = 8T(^)*n (2ÍG-4) V ©) - 9104).

But 9104) V © 2 9T04) is a RIC extension hence by Theorem 1.1.

A = ©(9i(,4)) = ©(C)

- ©(9i(^) V <8>)H(A) = (A(1 B)H(A).

Conversely suppose (A n B)H(A) = A for every T-closed group A, and let &

be an algebra. Put £ = 6E* n (& V © )> then £ is an almost periodic
extension of & and we therefore have ©(£) D H (A). Also ^n£ = ©((2 V
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©)2®(£)hence

A 2 ©(£) 2 H{A){A n B) = A,

implies ©(£) = @(é£) = A. Since £ 2 # is almost periodic this means £ =

Proposition 2.2. There exists a maximal p.w.m. algebra which contains

every other p.w.m. algebra. This maximal algebra is of the form 9Í(50) where B0

is a normal r-closed subgroup of G.

Proof. First observe that G is p.w.m. Now let B be any p.w.m. T-closed

subgroup of G. Using Zorn's lemma we can find a minimal subgroup B' 2 B

which is p.w.m. Let Bx and B2 be two minimal p.w.m. T-closed subgroups and

let S, = 9l(£,) (/ = 1, 2). If & is an algebra then

(& V &i)'n ((£ V ©0 V ©2) = & V ®i-

Since <3? ç (S V ©1)* we have

^n(«VftV ©2)) C(Sv ©1) n <£* = Ä.

Hence S,v92is p.w.m.; but ©(©, V %) = Bx n B2 and the minimahty

of B¡ (i = 1, 2) implies Bx = B2. Thus there is only one minimal p.w.m. group

which we denote by B0. Clearly the maximal p.w.m. algebra is 9Í(2?0). It

remains to show that B0 is normal. Let a G G and let A be a T-closed

subgroup of G, then

(aB0a~l n A)H(A) = {aB0a~x n a{a-lAa)a~'i)aH(a-lAa)a-'i

= a((B0 n (a-l4a))tf(a-l4a))a~1

= a(a~lAa)a~l = A.

Thus a-Soa-1 is p.w.m. and is therefore equal to B0. This completes the
proof.

Proposition 2.3. Let *$ be an algebra which is not equicontinuous and such

that for every algebra & either ^ Q & or 9 is disjoint from & ; then 9 is

p.w.m. Thus Furstenberg-Key nes-Shapiro's example of aprime flow implies that

9I(50) is not trivial (or that BQ ¥= G). (See [7].)

Proof. Let & be given. If <3> C & then & V 9 = & and & n (£ V #) =

eî* n & = #. Now assume &±9. If <dP ç #* then # ç £ V ^ is an almost

periodic extension. Since &!.<$, \&\J <$\ = \&\x\(3\ and hence \9\ must

be an equicontinuous flow. This contradicts our assumption and we therefore

conclude that <$!.&.

Let £ = 6E* n (& V ^), then clearly £ ç £. Letp, q E M we show that

p = q on éE implies p = q on £. This will show that also £ Q &. Since

^P .1 & there exist r, s E M such that r = j on f and r = p, s = q on â?.
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Since & Ç <3? we also have r = p, s = q on & and hence r = s on <? V &

and a fortiori r = s on £. But £ ç S*, hence on£,p = r = s = ç and our

proof is complete.

Proposition 2.4. %.(B¿) c n 21(4).

Proof. If 2I(50) £ 21(4) then by the maximality of 2i(4), 2i(50) V 21(4)
contains an almost periodic function /. Let &j be the Z-invariant closed

algebra generated by/. Then

Sf V 91(4) £ 21(4)* n (21(4) V 2I(50)) = 91(4).

This contradicts the weak mixing of 21(4). Thus %(Bo) £ 21(4) for every '•

3.2I(50) = n2i(4).

Lemma 3.1. Let B be a r-closed normal subgroup of G. Then 21(5) is p.w.m.

iff for every r-closed group A Z) B

BH(A) = A.

Proof. Clearly the condition of the lemma is satisfied if 21(5) is p.w.m.

Suppose that the condition is satisfied and let A be an arbitrary T-closed

subgroup of G. Since 5 is normal AB = F is a T-closed subgroup of G. Now

F 2 5 hence our assumption implies BH(F) — F. By [5, 3.12]

F = BH(F) = BH(BA) = BH(A).

Hence

A=AnF = An BH(A) = (A n B)H(A).

Thus (A n B)H(A) = ^ and 2i(5) is p.w.m. by Proposition 2.1.

Proposition 3.2. Let & Ç © £<? a group extension (i.e. & Ç % is almost

periodic extension and B = ©(© ) is normal in A = ©((£)). Assume © is w.m.

ana" /er a be a homomorphism of Z into the compact topological group A/B.

Then the algebra 3F = per (©, a) is w.m.

Proof. Let F = ©(f). By [4, Proposition 5.3] F = {a G A: fa(a) = 5a}.

Now let y G G = BE then y = ßrj, ß G 5, r/ G F. Let£(ß) = 5p; p G ,4.

Then p = ß^rj,; ß, G 5, tj, G F. Hence

/0(ß) = 5p = 5ß1rh = 5r/l = 5ßrJl

and since F Ç ker/0, fa(ßr\x) = /„(ß) = ßß^, whence ßr\x G F. Thus y =

ßrj = (ßT}x)(v\ir\) G FF, and 5" is w.m.

Let 21(4) De one of the maximal w.m. algebras and let a G G, then

(oí/4,a-,)F = (aA¡a~l)(aEa~l) and 2í(4)a is also a maximal w.m. algebra

and hence (n2I(4))a = n2t(4). Let 5, = 0(031(4)) then 5! is normal

and clearly n 91(4) = 9I(5i).
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Theorem 3.3. n 21(4) is p.w.m.

Proof. Let A 2 5, be a T-closed subgroup of G. Then 2104) Ç 2Í(5[) is a

RIC extension and by Theorem 1.1

©(9Í(5,) n 9Í04)*) = H{A)BX.

By Lemma 3.1 it is enough to show that H(A)BX = A. However since

21(5]) n 3104)* 2 2104) this is equivalent to showing that

31(5,) n3I04)*= 3104).

Put % = 31(5!) n 3104)*; then 9104) Ç % is a group extension and if % ¥*

9104), A/B =£ {e}. There exists therefore a nontrivial homomorphism a of Z

into A/B. Then by Proposition 3.2, per(?B,a) is w.m., so there is A¡ C

©(per(<ft, a)). Hence per(<&, o) V © Q 91(4) and is therefore w.m. But this

contradicts the fact that/a which is an almost periodic function belongs to the

algebra S V per(©, o). Thus A/B = {e}, A = 5 and 9104) = %.

Corollary 3.4. 9I(50) = 091(4).

Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 2.4, Theorem 3.3, and

the maximality of 2I(50).

Remark. All the material in §2 as well as Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 are valid

(with the obvious modifications) for an arbitrary group T in place of the

integers. For the proof of Theorem 3.3 we need the existence of a nontrivial

homomorphism a: T^>A/B. If F is a free abelian group such a a always

exists. Thus in Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 Z can be replaced by any free

abelian group.

Lemma 3.5. Let & be a P.O.D. algebra and 9> D & a group extension then

© is regular.

Proof. By [7, Theorem 4.5], |6E| is a regular flow and its automorphism

group is {rn: n E Z) where r is the generator of the action of Z on |éE|. Let <>:

I© | -» |£| be the homomorphism from |© | to \&\. Let x,y G \% | then there

exists an «such that <¡>(x)r" is proximal to <}>(y). Hence <Kxt") is proximal to

<t>(y) and for some k G A/B (A = ©(£), 5 = ©($)) xkt" is proximal to.y.

By [1, Theorem 4.3] |® | is regular.

Theorem 3.6. There does not exist a universal weakly mixing minimal flow.

Equivalently, there exist maximal weakly mixing algebras 31(4) and 31(4) such

that 3i(4)a ¥= %(Ak)for every a G G.

Proof. Let & be a P.O.D. flow. Let % 2 & be a weakly mixing nontrivial

group extension [8]. By Lemma 3.5 © is regular i.e. ©a = % for every

a G G. Let © ç 21(4); siQce clearly © is not p.w.m. we have by Corollary
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3.4 © £ n 21(4), so that for some £, <& £ 2i(4). It now follows that
2I(4)a *- 21(4) for all a G G.

Remark. Let X be a P.O.D. metric flow, let Y and Z be w.m. minimal

group extensions of X such that Y X Z contains a minimal set which is not

w.m. [8]. Since both Y and Z are regular all minimal sets in Y X Z are

isomorphic and thus none of them is w.m. This is a direct proof of Theorem

3.6.

4. None of the A¡ are normal. We let r be the generator of the action of Z.

Recall that {4} is the family of the minimal T-closed subgroups for which

21(4) is w-m-

Lemma 4.1. Let A E {4} then A is monothetic; i.e. there exists a E A such

that A = gp{a} where gp{a} is the r-closed subgroup of G generated by a.

Proof. Since AE = G there exist a G A and tj G E with at] = wt, whence

Ea = Er. Let 5 = gp{a}. Then 5 Q A and EB is a T-closed subgroup of G

containing mt. Hence EB = G and so 5 = A.

Proposition 4.2. LetAE {4} then

H(A) = AnE.

Proof. Let a be a generator of A with Ea = Er. Then H(A)a is a

generator of the compact Hausdorff topological group A/H(A). Hence there

exists an epimorphism <i>: G/E^>A/H(A) with <í>(Ft) = H(A)a. On the

other hand the inclusion A** G induces an epimorphism ip: A/H(A)-*

G/E with >¡i(H(A)a) = Er. Thus <¡> = \p~l and so \p is an isomorphism.

Hence ker xf, = (A n E)/H(A) = {H(A)) and so H(A) = A n F.
Remark. If ^4 is a T-closed subgroup with #04) = ^4 n E then A^G

induces an isomorphism \p of A/H (A) into G/F. Hence A/H(A) is abelian.

Since ©(2104) V S) = ^ n F we have 2104)* = 2Í04) \y&.U moreover AE

= G (i.e. 2Í04) is w.m.) then |3I04)*| = |3i(v4)| X |S | and i/> is an isomorphism

oí A/H(A) onto G/E.

Lemma 4.3. Let â be a w.m. algebra such that \&\is metric. Let A = ©((£),

then H(A) ^ A n E.

Proof. By Peleg's result [8], there exists a nontrivial group extension

% 2 & such that © is weakly mixing. Thus BE = G and H (A) C B, where

5 = ©(© ). It follows that B(A n E) = A.U H(A) = A n E then B-H(A)
= /I and 5 = A ; a contradiction.

Lemma 4.4. Let A and F be r-closed subgroups such that AH(F) = F and

H(A) = AnE. Then H(F) = F n F.

Proof. Let y G F n F. Then y = aß with a G A and ß G .//(F). Since
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H(F) ç F n F, a = yß"1 G (F n E)H(F) = F n F and so a G A n F

n£ = /in£ = FT(^) Ç //(F). Thus y = aß G #(F) • #(F) = //(F).

Corollary 4.5. Let A and B be r-closed subgroups such that H (A) = A n

F, H(B) = B and F = AB is a group. Then H(F) = F n F.

Proof. AH(F) = AH (AB) - ,4#(5) = ^(5 = F [5, 3.12]. (JVo/e: It is
easy to produce 5 with H(B) = 5; start with an arbitrary T-closed subgroup

L and set 5 = £„ (see [5]). If moreover L < G, then L^ < G and F = ^L^

is a group.) Recall that 9I(50) is the maximum p.w.m. algebra.

Corollary 4.6. H(B0) =£ 50 n F.

Proof. Let ^4 be the group of the Furstenberg-Keynes-Shapiro prime flow

[7]. Now 50 C A and of course B0H(A) = A. If #(5^ = 50 n F then

H (A) = A n F. This is impossible by Lemma 4.3.

Question. For a T-closed subgroup yl of G, when does J704) = .4nF?

Let % be an algebra, AT a compact Hausdorff topological group. Let

a E Z(%, K) and let £ = ext(©, a). The flow |£| is isomorphic to the orbit

closure of (e, x0) G K X„ ¡© |. The subgroup AT0 = (fc G AT:

(k, x0) G (t% x0)Z} is a closed subgroup of K and /a(5) = A?0 where 5 =

@(® ). If L = ker(/a|5) then ©(£) = L and A"0 s 5/L.

Lemma 4.7. Fer %, K, a, £ a«o* AT0 èe as above. Let A Q B be a r-closed

group such that H(A) = A n F then there exists p E Hom(Z, A70) with A C

©(per(£, p)).

Proof. f„ restricted to A is T-continuous. Hence H (A) = A C\ E Q ker/„

and so/, induces a homomorphism/,: A/A n E-> K0. The inclusion^ «=-> G

induces an isomorphism <¡>: A/A n F -> G/F. Set

K«)=/a(<í'-,(^n))     (»ez).

Then p G Hom(Z, AT0) and /p(y) = fa(a) (y E G), where a G A satisfies

Ey = Ea. Hence for a E A we have/,(a) = /a(a). Now

®(per(£,p)) = {ßG5:/p(ß) = Lß},

but for a G A,fp(a) = /,(a) = La and hence A Q @(per(£, p)).

Theorem 4.8. Ler A be a r-closed normal subgroup of G with AE = G and

H (A) = AnE. Then A = G.

Proof. We first show that A 2 50. Let P be a T-closed subgroup with

A C P, by Lemma 3.1, we have to show that AH(P) = P. Suppose AH(P)

¥" P; let F be a T-closed subgroup of P such that AH(P) c F and K =

F/AH(P) is abelian. Let © Ç 21(h) be the algebra which satisfies ®(%) = 5

= AH(P) and such that 21(F) = W Q © is a group extension. Since |2I(F)| is
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O-dimensional there exists 17 G Z(f, F/B) such that 95 = ext(f, tj) and

/,(«) = 5a (a G F) [4; 4.15, 4.5].
Let a G Z (95, A") be defined by

a((k, x), r) = k       (x G |® |, * G AT),

and let £ = ext(95, a). Thus |£| is isomorphic to the orbit closure of (e, e, x0)

G K Xa (K X, 1^1), where x0 is the base point of |^| and the flow on

K Xa (K X, 19]) is defined by

(k', k, x)r = (k'k, h\(x, r), xt)       (k\ kEK;xE \<5\).

We let

K0 = [k E K: (k, e, x0) G (e, e, x0)Z }.

Now apply Lemma 4.7 to obtain p G Hom(Z, K0) with y4 Ç ©(per (£, p)). If

P(t) = k0 E K0 then the flow on |per(£, p)\ is given by

(k\ k, x)r = (kç^k'k, kr¡(x, r), xt).

Let per(£, p) = ty ; then z0 = (e, e, x0) is the base point of I^D |. Choose some

point of the form zx - (k2, kx, x0) G |<î>| with kx ¥= e. Then there exists

a G F \ 5 such that ^a is the algebra corresponding to the pointed flow

(1^1, zx). Let 91 = öD V ^0 then |9l| is identified with (z0, z,)Z. Define <i>:

|6t|->JTby

<b(z, z') = <*>((*, /, x)(k', lkx, x)) = A:'A:"1.

Then

<í>((z, z')t) = ^((Äro"1^/, /tj(x, t), xt)(ä:0~1ä:7ä:1, /£,t)(x, t), xt))

= <J>(z, z')kx.

If X is a character on K such that x(^i) ¥= 1 then x ° ^> is an eigenfunction on

|9l|, and 1911 is not w.m. However,

©(91) - ©(öD) n ©(<$«) 2 ^ n a~l4a = A

so that 91 Ç 2104), a contradiction.
Thus we have A 2 50. Let 9> Ç 2104) with J^P | metric and nontrivial. We

have AH(P) = P and H (A) — A n E hence, by Lemma 4.4 we have also

H(P) = P n F. This contradicts Corollary 4.6 and the proof is completed.

Theorem 4.9. None of the A¡ are normal.

Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 4.8.

Remark. Starting with any metric w.m. algebra f and an abelian compact

metric topological group K, there exists by [8] an tj G Z(f, K) such that
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95 = ext(f, tj) is weakly mixing and |951 = K Xv \<5\. Define a G Z(95, K)
as in the proof of Theorem 4.8 and let £ = ext(95, a). If A¡ Q B - ©(95)

then as in 4.8 we can find p G Hom(Z, KQ) for which A¡ C ©(per(£, p)), and

a E F \ B such that fy V ^a is not w.m. where fy = per(£, p). Thus |<>D | =

X is a metric w.m. minimal flow such that XXX contains a minimal subset

which is not w.m.
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